
In the Name of Allah the Most Merciful the Most Compassionate

The Periodic report of the Southern Observatory for Human Rights
(SOHR) for July 2011

In performance of its tasks, the Southern Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR)
issues its periodic report of July 2011, including a number of violations committed
against the people of the south and their fundamental freedoms, documenting them to
be added to the records if violations of the Yemeni authorities committed against the
people and the land the south since the invasion in 1994.

The Southern Observatory for Human Rights expresses its deep concern at the
increasing deterioration in security and living conditions in the south, and holds the
Yemeni regime responsible for what could be practiced against the citizens' rights and
fundamental freedoms as a result of such deteriorating conditions.

July was marked by a mixture of human rights violations and security vacuum, in
addition to the usual violations against many activists of detention, torture and
suppression of peaceful marches, the authorities worked on creating a suspicious
security vacuum, interposed by several armed incidents which claimed the lives of a
number of citizens, as well as creating fear and concern among people for their lives
and the lives of their families and their properties.

The south during the month of July witnessed more of the gross violations of human
rights, most were and still suffered by citizens in the cities of Zanzibar and Jaar
through the armed conflict taking place on their territory, as well as what is suffered
in the city of Habilyn of armed attacks by the Yemeni army forces, where these forces
continue displacing thousands of families for search of safety. The rest of them
strayed vulnerable to bombardment, whether through field weapons or air raids, in
addition to the lack the most basic necessities of life of foodstuffs and electric, fuel
and water services.

The security situation has not just been shaken in these cities, but there have been
some signs of that precariousness in several other southern cities including the cities
of Aden Province. These calling-for-concern situations have created the fear in the
hearts of people for their lives. The scene shows the presence of a puzzling security
vacuum, free of the presence of the security bodies, with the presence of armed
elements roam the streets of the cities from time to time.

This situation led the people to carry weapons fearing for themselves from possible
dangers maybe cased as a result of these unrestrained situations, as no one can control
that security vacuum, in particular the phenomenon of carrying weapons and firing
live ammunition without justification by anyone at any place and time.



These situations warn of a coming danger if not remedied, and there are no
indications of attempts to correct such security imbalances, this confirms that the
military and security authorities are behind such situations, and even working on
increasing them.

The Southern Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR) warns of the consequences of
the persistence of the policies of the military and security authorities of the Yemeni
regime, and he holds them responsible for those imbalances of security which may
occur due to continuing their methods. The fact that this will make the people's lives
at risk and their rights and fundamental freedoms vulnerable to abuse.

Thus, the Southern Observatory for Human Rights in July was able to monitor and
document 44 cases of extrajudicial killings and 67 cases of attempted murder that led
to injuries and 57 arrests.

All of these violations are still a witness to the repressive policies of the Yemeni
regime against the people of the south, which will find their way to the international
organizations concerned with the protection of human rights, for they are serious
violations do not have time limitation in front of judiciary, whether the domestic or
international judiciary.

Killing and injuring outside the scope of judiciary:

In uncovered justifications for the regime's forces, it has been noticed lately that these
forces act to cover their crimes against the activists of the Southern Movement whom
are accused of being members of the alleged Qaeda. Under this claim, crimes of
killing, injuring and arrests of many of the Southern Movement activists and other
citizens were committed.

On Saturday, July 2, the authorities' forces stationed at the entrance to the city of
Little Aden opened fire on a civilian car inside it a number of citizens led to the death
of a young man called Mohammed Nafiea Albakhishi (19 years) from Memdara
District in Aden, and the wounding of his companions, their names come as follows
according to a report the activist Ahmed al Rabizi:

Muhammad Ali Hazza (30 years) – Mahareik Area – Daar-Saad City – Aden. Shot
near the kidney and shrapnel in the right cheek.

Mohammed Sahawik (23 years) – Mahareik Area – Dar-Saad City – Aden. Shrapnel
of a gunshot in the right hip.

Lailis al Zubaidi – Memdara - wounded by shrapnels in the face and shoulder.

Hussein Dida – Memdara - shot in his right arm.



The security forces of the authorities also arrested who aided the wounded in the
incident, according to a report by the activist Ahmed Rabizi they are:

1- Fares Mohammed Abdullah – Memdara - detained in the central prison in
Mansoura.
2- Mounir Mohamed Abdullah (brother of Fares) detained in Mansoura Central
Prison.
3- Fawaz Mohamed Abdullah (the third brother) detained in the police station of
Alshaab City.

4- Aidroos Salem Obaid – detained in Mansoura central  prison.

In an attempt to bring voice to the ears of the local and international community, the
mother of the deceased Naifea Albakhshi shouted saying, "They did not only kill my
son, but also want to defame him, O world, they killed my son and want me to sign
papers to justify the crime committed under the pretext of being a terrorist."
The activist Ahmed Rabizi reported through the mother of the victim Albakhshi the
findings of her son's death as follows:

"Her young son went out at about 9:00 P.M. on Friday with neighbors in their minibus
looking for the diesel oil derivative for the minibus of the neighbor, and confirmed
that her son was not fundamentalist or extremists and said that the murderers of her
son are known and are not anonymous, asking the Criminal Investigation to arrest
who killed her son to be punished, but they did not do anything despite the killers of
her son are not unknown, everyone knows that the murder of her son was committed
by members of the 31st Armored Brigade whose shift was that day; July 2, 2011, and
added that when she felt despair for lack of access to justice and the impossibility to
find justice, she decided to organize the funeral of her son Nafiea Mohammed
Albakhshi and announced in the press that she intends to bury her son on the
afternoon of Friday July 15, 2011, but she was shocked when they told her that her
son was recorded in a status report of death as a terrorist killed by the army, which is
contrary to reality, but it is a malicious accusation, deformation and defamation to
him and his family by such charges, and said that the CID asked her to take the body
of her son labeled to this. She stated to us (in tears) that security officials had
threatened her, in the case of her refusal to recognize her son's body, that they will
arrest her eldest son (brother of the deceased), but insisted on not taking the body of
her son and called all the human rights organizations to stand and support her and said
grieving that her son was killed on the backgrounds of his field activities in the
peaceful struggle and they wanted to blow up the minibus he was in when they fired
at the fuel tank which did not burn because the minibus is operated by diesel not
petroleum.
She confirmed that the wounded have left the hospital without adequate treatment for
fear of arrest by the security forces, especially after the arrests had been launched
against who tried to aid the injured in the incident.

The armed forces on Monday, 4 July launched indiscriminate shelling on the houses
of the citizens in the city of Zanjibar, leaving three dead as well as of three trapped



citizens for more than three months. According to a report by the activist Rabizi the
outcome of the indiscriminate bombing comes as follows:

Dead:
1- Mohammed Saleh Nasser Shaddadi - killed in bombing on his home.

2- Abdullah Saleh Nasser Shaddadi killed in bombing on his home.

3- Hani Ashal Shaddadi killed in bombing at his home.

Injured:
1 Salem Ali Salem Shaddadi

2 Ahmed Rashid Mohsen al Haaj Shaddadi

3 Mohammed Mogahaz

According to the report, ((there are others among the dead and injured whose their
names were difficult to be known, since the situation is still sharply worsening and
dire as a result of fighting in the city, which is controlled by armed groups said to be
loyal to al Qaeda. The difficult conditions have reached to the absence of drinking
water and the ongoing war there influenced most of the districts of the provinces of
Abyan, Lahj and Shabwah, where we expect a mass exodus as a result of the lack of
diesel, which operates pumps for drinking water and may cause stoppage to the
supply of drinking water to most cities and villages of these provinces)).

On Tuesday July 5, at least 30 protesters were injured during the dispersal of different
forces of the Yemeni army to demonstrators in the district of Ghil Ben-Yamin in
Hadramout demanded to fulfill the promises made by the leadership of the oil
companies in al Masila on the establishment of a power station to cover the needs of
the area of Ghil Ben-Yamin. The website Sada Aden reported that the demonstrators
gathered outside the gates of the center of the companies cutting off the main roads
leading to the operating companies in the particular the Canadian company, Canadian
Nexen, which called troops of the army stationed in the area to disperse the
demonstrators using live bullets, which led to at least 30 injured with various injuries
and the arrest of at least 17 protesters, including the political activist, Ahmed
Hamadean.

As a result of shelling on the area of thalaith in Jehaaf District in Dhali, on July 10,
the citizen Rashid Jehafi was injured in the mouth by fragment of DShK machinegun.
It was confirmed by a passenger in a car driven by Jehafi that "were it not for God's
mercy and the ability of the wounded to stop the car, there would be a disaster for all
the passengers, since there was a very sharp slope in the road where the accident
happened, which also led to the injury of another person.

The Supreme Council of the Southern Movement announced the death of Ahmed al
Kuma, the deputy chairman of the Council of the Peaceful Movement in Abyan
Province, who was killed in an unfortunate accident has also claimed the life of the



young activist, Basil Hussein Baldairk, on Thursday, July 14, at the city of Aden,
against the backdrop of an altercation broken by mysterious circumstances. The
obituary included that "History records letters of light about the national and aromatic
biography of the activist Ahmed al Kuma and his courage in the fields of struggle, his
voice resounding the demand of independence since early time, whether through his
field struggle, his writings or his poetry, which fueled the enthusiasm of the
masses…".

During their return to their region on the road between Zanzibar and Aden taking a
minibus, the family of al Dairi from Radfan Region in Lahj Province on Wednesday,
July 18, was bombed by medium weapons of the Yemeni army forces.
In broad daylight, their vehicle came under direct shelling of medium-weapons blew
up their bus to kill all of the following names who are from the same family:
1- Mohammed Sheikh Saeed al Dairi.

2- Fadel Saleh Aboda al Dairi.

3- Ali Abdul-Razzaq Muhsein al Dairi.

4- Abdullah Fadel Ali al Dairi.

5 Walhan Hussein Saleh al Dairi.

The bombing also wounded Ghassan Fhadil Hanash and his wife, have been taken to
Al Naqeeb Hospital, one of them in critical condition.

A family member said that they have a recognition of the military leadership in the
occurrence of mis-information led to the targeting of this family's bus. He expressed
surprise at the media of the authorities for considering the killing of a group of the
family of al Dairi as a great victory achieved by the armed forces.

At about 1:30 A.M at the dawn of Tuesday, July 19, while he the young man Fazl
Ahmad Saleh Alsarhi was passing in front of the Mansoura Central Prison heading
back home by his relative's car, troops guarding the prison shot him without
justification, which caused him to be badly injured, and above all he was not taken to
hospital until he died at six o'clock in the morning.

On Thursday, July 21, in the courtyard of Qataban School in Mualla District in Aden,
security personnel of the private security companies of HSA Group, fired a shot into
the sky in an attempt to disperse poor protesters, but it hit the roof of the school and
returned to penetrate the right side of the head of the young man Majid Jameel Hydra
and penetrate the gut of another young person called Majid Alheij killing him at that
very moment which is a result of disregard for the lives of the poor.

This happened while the HSA companies are distributing money to help the poor
citizens of the city as usual; every year, but the multiplied numbers of the poor this
year caused overcrowding which led to the non-arrival of the aid to many of the
beneficiaries and this is what made many of the citizens get angry with who is in



charge of the distribution of the financial aids, then a soldier shot the bullet without a
bit of care about the citizens' lives.

1) Majid Hussein Alheij (34) shot in the abdomen and the rebound bullet remained in
the intestines shot from an automatic weapon, died on the spot.

2) Majed Jameel Hydra (29) injury in head from a gunshot, he is in critical condition.

Operatives of the Public Security in Mansoura Prison on Sunday, July 24, opened fire
and tear gas on inmates at one of the wards killing a prisoner called Yasser Abdo al
Kabar against the backdrop of suppressing what it was called a rebellion in (Hashed)
Ward in Mansoura Central Prison in Aden. The detainees said that operatives of the
Central Security tried to transfer the prisoner Faris Abdallah al Dhalie to an unknown
destination, but his colleagues refused to allow them to transfer him from the prison,
for he is an activist in the Southern Movement detained in malicious charged, noting
that Fares himself was injured seriously as a result of the severe repression of the
security. The security also used sticks to beat the prisoners in (Hashed Ward), which
the majority of its inmates are activists of Peaceful Southern Movement, wounding
six other detainees. The prison's administration refused to take the injured prisoners to
hospital as a punishment for what it said was a rebellion, while the security forces
practice the ugliest methods of torture against the southern prisoners, according to
Sada Aden News website.

Elements of the security of Yemen on Sunday, July 24, arrested two nurses working
in the Police Hospital in the Yemeni capital, Sana'a. the two are Wael Ali Hassan and
Ali Fadel Muhammad, accused of cooperation with the political southern detainee,
Hassan Ahmed Ba'oum and his son Fawaz Ba'oum, who exist in that hospital after
four months of enforced disappearance. In the hospital the political detainee Hassan
Ba'oum, in cooperation with the nurses, were able to communicate with his family by
using the nurses' mobile phones, after that security forces arrested the nurses on the
grounds that they allowed the political detainee Ba'oum and his son to communicate
with their family and allow them to use their cell phones.

Arbitrary arrests:

The political activist Wael Fareed, on Friday, July 8, received through his mobile
phone a threat to murder if he does not stop his anti-Yemeni unity political and media
activity.
Al Taif News Network said that this threat comes against the backdrop of the
emergence of the activist Wael on some TV channels to explain to the world of truth
of the abuses practiced by the Yemeni regime against the peaceful people of the
south, who demand the restoration of their country peacefully. Wael's brother held the
security authorities responsible for this threat.

Aden Life News website said that security forces in Aden proceeded on Monday, July
11, to arrest three leaders of the Youth Movement, they are Abdullfatah al Rabiei



"Gamagm," Mukhtar Ali and Adel Hamidi, while two others escaped after a raid on a
people's restaurant by a security force in civilian cloths on late Monday in Mualla.

Methaq al Sayid, a human rights activist, says that: "I saw a taxi of which four
 masked armed men wearing trousers of security uniforms and civilian t-shirts got off
it and began firing their machineguns indiscriminately, shooting the houses of citizens
and some shops." Adding that "the gunmen drove directly to the restaurant in which
Abdullfatah and his friends were in and arrested him with Mukhtar Ali Hamidi, while
two other men fled away.

"Gamagm" is considered one of the most active young activists in the Youth
Movement in Aden, which leads the activities of the movement in the capital, Aden,
in recent months.

Close sources to the detainees reported to Sada Aden website that the detainees, led
by young political activist and media in the southern movement Abdul Fattah al-
Rubaie, were subjected to physical and psychological torture in the prison of the
Criminal Investigation Department in Tariq Camp in the coastal city of Khormaksar.

The Council of the Peaceful Movement in Hadramout Province on Friday, July 15,
called to the immediate release of the young people who had been arrested eight days
ago and put in jail after beating them with batons and rifle butts, and to compensate
them for their sufferings.

The leader in the Peaceful Movement Council, Fouad Rashid, in a press statement,
held the security bodies in Hadramout full responsibility for the damages caused to
them. explaining that the child Saeed Salem Bin-Abdat (15 years), his teeth had been
broken and transferred to the juvenile prison two weeks ago, and Saeed Salem
Bazbaan (16 years), who is seriously hurt, but remains in the prison of the security of
Mukalla preventing him medication in addition to the activist in the peaceful Southern
Movement, Khalid Batalalh, indicating that the three had been arrested in the main
street of Shehr Area after a protesting event on July 7 in the memory of the invading
the south.

The young man Mohsen al Kildi (22 years) from Dis-Mukalla at 8:30 in the morning
of Sunday, July 17, was severely beaten by the soldiers assaulted him near the traffic
lights of the fuel station in Forty Apartment region, after he stopping him when he
was driving his motorcycle and tried to provoke him and take his wallet which has the
flag of the south on it and take his mobile phone, then they took him to Ba'abood
Center, where dozens of the youth of the movement went to, to escalate the protests to
release al Kildi, who currently suffers from sporadic wounds in his body.

The website, "Al Taif News," on Friday, July 18, cited that the Yemeni security forces
arrested the publisher of the website, Fahmi al Shuaibi, who was detained for eight
days and whose mobile phone and laptop were confiscated. There was no reason to
remember for the arrest which was launched in the city of Sana'a at night and after
leaving the Change Square with some friends.

Yemeni authorities announced officially on Monday, July 18, the whereabouts of
Ahmed Hassan Ba'oum, the president of the Supreme Council of the Southern



Movement, through a visit by the Yemeni Interior Minister Rashad al-Masri, who
visited him in the Police Hospital in Sana'a.

According to reports by "Sada Aden," the political prisoner Hassan Ba'oum asked the
Yemeni minister to release him and grant him freedom to participate the people of
south their peaceful struggle.

The official recognition of the place of political detainee, Hassan Ba'oum, comes after
subjecting him and his son Fawaz to enforced disappearance since February 20, after
being kidnapped from hospital.

For their participation in the protesting events of the Southern Prisoner's Day, which
was organized by the Southern Movement in Attaq, the provincial capital of Shabwah,
forces of the authorities on Thursday, July 21, arrested a number of participants.
Adenalghad website reported the names of four of them as follows: Salem Lahwal,
Mohammed Salem Faraj, Mutiea al Radfani and Jumaan Musalam.

Armed attacks on some southern cities:

On Friday, July 8, six citizens died and several others wounded in the district of
Zanzibar, the provincial capital of Abyan Province, as a result of contamination of
drinking water after the fall of a missile did not explode in a well.

Sada Aden, reported from eyewitnesses in the area of "Kdrlah" in the City of Zanzibar
that 6 people from the region died after being poisoned by drinking water after a
missile fell in a well used by the residents for drinking, noting that the missile, which
is still in the well, contaminated the water completely.

Witnesses said that the well is located in a residential neighborhood crowded with
citizens, and they are afraid that the remaining quantity of drinking water that exists in
some small ponds that may not be enough except for several days. Appealing to the
competent authorities and humanitarian organizations to quickly rescue them from a
real disaster.

An aircraft fired several missiles, on Thursday, on some locations believed to be
shelters for Ansar Al Sharia fighters, but that one fell in the well without exploding.
The missile is still in the bottom of the well without taking any action at the time of
fears by the citizens to approach it for fears of explosion.

Separately, local sources said that a person named Nasir Yahya was killed in a farm
near the city of Zanzibar and two others of his relatives were injured in the morning of
Wednesday, July 20, as a result of random missiles launched in the battles taking
place in the city of Zanzibar.

The Aden News Agency on Monday, July 25, reported that the Military Sector
stationed west of the city of Habilyn, Lahj Province, continues every now and then its
indiscriminate bombing on the city, leaving a state of fear and panic among the
citizens and shoppers, especially because Ramadan Muslims' holy month was very



close, and the public markets are usually crowded to buy necessities. It is noteworthy
that the Military Sector shells the perimeter of the city and the surrounding mountains
using heavy and medium weapons.

Names of the Southern Victims by Yemeni Security Forces in
July 2011

Names of dead:

NotesStateProvinceDateNameNO
Killed when soldiers
shot him at a
checkpoint
 between the two cities
of Little Aden and
 Mansoura.

KilledAden02.07.2011Nafiea al Bakhishi1

Killed in Yemeni air
 strike on Zanjibar

KilledAbyan05.07.2011Abdullah Saleh
Nasser al Shadadi

2

Killed in Yemeni air
strike on Zanjibar

KilledAbyan05.07.2011Mohammed Saleh
Nasser al Shadadi

3

Killed in Yemeni air
 strike on Zanjibar

KilledAbyan05.07.2011Hani Ashal al
Shadadi

4

Killed by a soldier of
the Central Security in
Sana'a

KilledAbyan07.07.2011Salem Alkhadir
Boba

5

Killed when he tried to
move a missile to
another place.

KilledAbyan10.07.2011Mohammed
Abdullah

6

Killed by the guards of
the central prison of
 Mansoura city when he
 was heading back
home.

KilledAden18.07.2011Fadhil Ahmed
Saleh al Sarhi

7

Killed by the Yemeni
 army when he was
going back home with
relatives from his farm
in Abyan.

KilledAbyan18.07.2011Mohammed
Sheikh Saleh al
Da'airi

8

Killed by the Yemeni
army when he was
going
 back home with
relatives from his farm
in Abyan.

KilledAbyan18.07.2011Fhadil Saleh
Abodah al Da'airi

9

Killed by the YemeniKilledAbyan18.07.2011Ali Abdullrazak10



army when he was
going back home with
relatives from his farm
in Abyan.

Mohssen al
Da'airi

Killed by the Yemeni
 army when he was
going back home with
relatives from his farm
in Abyan.

KilledAbyan18.07.2011Abdullah Fhadil
Ali al Da'airi

11

Killed by the Yemeni
 army when he was
going back home with
relatives
 from his farm in
Abyan.

KilledAbyan18.07.2011Walhan Hussein
Saleh al Da'airi

12

Killed by Yemeni
 security when
dispersing
people's gathering in
front of Khataban
School in
Mualla City.

KilledAden20.07.2011Majid Hussein al
Heij

13

Killed by Mansoura
 prison's personnel who
tortured him severely.

KilledAden24.07.2011Yaser Abdo al
Khabar

14

Killed by security
forces shot on peaceful
 demonstrators in
Shehr
City.

KilledHadrmout28.07.2011Mohammed Saleh
al Ghurabi

15

Killed by Yemeni air
 strike on Hassan
Valley
 area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Haidara Ali
Lahtal

16

Colonel, killed by
Yemeni air strike on
Hassan Valley area in
Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Ahmed Awad
Mohammed

17

Al Nakhain Tribe's
leader, killed by
Yemeni air strike on
Hassan Valley area in
Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Sheikh /
Abdullmunaim
Mohammed

18

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Jamal Nami19

Colonel, killed by
Yemeni air strike on
Hassan Valley area in
Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Mohammed Saeed
Marmi

20



Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Mohammed
Nasser al Shajiri

21

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Mohammed Ali
Lahtal

22

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Ghasan
Mohammed
Lahtal

23

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Mohsein Haidara
Lahtal

24

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Alawi Aladil
Mulhim

25

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Ali Nasser Saleh
Saleh Aloub

26

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Badr Haidara
Mohammed

27

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Saleh Nasser
Hassan

28

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Mansour Saeed
Ali

29

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Saleh Ahmed
Khalil

30

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Ghareeb
Mohammed
Hussein al Marmi

31

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Mohammed
Alkhdir
Mohammed

32

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Alkhadir Ahmed
al Saidi

33

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Mansour Ali al al
Hais

34

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Awad Mohammed
Awad al Hubaish

35

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Ahmed
Mohammed
Nasser al Nakhai

36

Killed by Yemeni airKilledAbyan29.07.2011Saleh Tawhal37



strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.
Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Alkhadir al
Makhribi

38

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Salem Ahmed
Dehmis

39

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Alkhadir Ahmed
Imzahfi

40

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Nasser Dufan41

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Mabraq42

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Saleh Mohammed
Sharifa

43

Killed by Yemeni air
strike on Hassan Valley
area in Zanjibar.

KilledAbyan29.07.2011Imzamli44

Names of wounded:

NotesStateProvinceDateNameNO
30 years, injured by a
gunshot by soldiers located
at a checkpoint.

Injury in
stomach

Aden02.07.2011Mohammed
Ali Haza

1

23 years, injured when
soldiers located at a
checkpoint in Little Aden
fired at him.

Injury in
right
thigh

Aden02.07.2011Mohammed
Sahawiq

2

Injured when soldiers
located at a checkpoint in
Little Aden fired at him.

Injuries
in face
and
shoulder

Aden02.07.2011Lailes al
Zabidi

3

Injured when soldiers
located at a checkpoint in
Little Aden fired at him.

Injury in
right arm

Aden02.07.2011Hussein
Da'adie

4

Injured by Yemeni air strike
on Zanjibar.

Serious
injury

Abyan05.07.2011Khalid al
Afeefi

5

Injured by Yemeni air strike
on Zanjibar.

Injury in
stomach

Abyan05.07.2011Ziad al Afeefi6

Injured by Yemeni air strike
on Zanjibar.

Injury in
shoulder

Abyan05.07.2011Mazen al Sarhi7

Injured by Yemeni air strikeSeriousAbyan05.07.2011Salem Ali al8



on Zanjibar.injuryShadadi
Injured by Yemeni air strike
on Zanjibar.

Serious
injury

Abyan05.07.2011Mohammed
Ali Salem al
Shadadi

9

Injured by Yemeni air strike
on Zanjibar.

Serious
injury

Abyan05.07.2011Awn Ashal10

Injured by Yemeni air strike
on Zanjibar.

Serious
injury

Abyan05.07.2011Nasser Ashal11

Injured by Yemeni air strike
on Zanjibar.

Serious
injury

Abyan05.07.2011Ahmed
Rasheed al
Haaj

12

Injured by Yemeni air strike
on Zanjibar.

Serious
injury

Abyan05.07.2011Mohammed
Mughaz

13

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Ahmed
Hamada

14

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Ahmed
Mohammed al
Saqaf

15

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Muteia Ahmed
Jawaid

16

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Majid Salem
Jawaid

17

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Hussein Omer
Husenun

18

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Omer Ahmed
Bawazir

19

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mohammed
Abdullah
Mualidwilah

20

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Abdullah
Saleh Haidara

21

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Karama Nal
Nasser

22



Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Hassan Awad
Mohaimadan

23

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Sabri Awad al
Ghili

24

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mohammed
Saleh al Akili

25

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mohammed
Alawi al
Mudeihi

26

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Hussein Salem
Molaldawila

27

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Ahmed
Karama
Jumaan

28

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Omer
Sulaiman al
Ajili

29

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Hasan Abood
Molaldawila

30

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mohammed
Ahmed
Bawazir

31

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Abdullrahman
Mohammed al
Saqaf

32

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Hasan Saleh al
Akili

33

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Omer Saleh
Bin-Hasenon

34

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Salah
Mohammed

35



on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Hasenon

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Hasan Salem
Mohaimoud

36

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Salem Naji
Abood al Kirdi

37

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mutiea Awad
al Kiriwi

38

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Taia Omer
Ba'abad

39

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Hasan Omer
Abdullkader al
Hamid

40

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mohammed
Omer
Abdullkader al
Hamid

41

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Salem Omer
Abdullkader al
Hamid

42

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Omer
Abdullkader al
Hamid

43

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Abdullah
Awad Maktouf

44

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Salem Karama
Jumaan

45

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Fhadil
Mubarak al
Kalifi

46

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Abdullrahman
Hussein Alawi
al Saqaf

47



Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Barek Saeed
Kharanzal

48

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mubarak
Abdullah
Awad Maktouf

49

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mutiea Barek
al Dukhail

50

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Saleh
Abdullah
Maktouf

51

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Ali Awad al
Qirzi

52

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Abdullah
Hasan Hood

53

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Radeef Ahmed
Saeed
Hamadeed

54

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Saeed
Abdullah
Ba'abad

55

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Hussein
Ahmed al
Aidarous

56

Injured when Yemeni
security forces opened fire
on demonstrators in Ghil
Bayamin.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout05.07.2011Salem
Mohammed
Balakhshir

57

Injured when security forces
at a checkpoint in Hiswah
area opened fire on him

Serious
injury

Aden09.07.2011Mohammed
Tarik

58

Injured by bombing of the
Yemeni army on Jehaf area.

Injury in
head

Lahj09.07.2011Rasheed
Hasan Ahmed

59

Injured by bombing of the
Yemeni army on Jehaf area.

Injury in
arm

Lahj09.07.2011Ali Abdullah60

Injured when moving a
missile to a safe place.

Serious
injury

Abyan10.07.2011Khalid Saleh
Sumeih

61



Injured when moving a
missile to a safe place.

Serious
injury

Abyan10.07.2011Khalid Saleh
Demah

62

Injured by the Yemeni army
when heading back to Aden
coming from his farm in
Abyan with relatives.

Serious
injury

Abyan18.07.2011Ghasan Fadhil
al Hanash

63

Injured with her husband
and transferred to al Naqeeb
Hospital in Mansoura City.

Serious
injury

Abyan18.07.2011The wife of
Ghasan Fadhil
al Hanash

64

Injured by Yemeni security
when dispersing people's
gathering in front of
Khataban School in Mualla
City.

Injury in
head

Aden20.07.2011Majid Jameel
Haidara

65

Injured when Central
Security forces opened fire
on demonstrators.

Injury in
head

Hadrmout28.07.2011Abdullrahman
Salem Bin-
Dhaghir

66

Injured when Central
Security forces opened fire
on demonstrators.

Serious
injury

Hadrmout28.07.2011Salem
Abdullqawi
Bin-Fatih

67

Names of Detainees:

NotesProvinceDateNameNO
Detained in Mansoura Central
Prison

Aden02.07.2011Faris Mohammed
Abdullah

1

Detained in Mansoura Central
Prison

Aden02.07.2011Muneir Mohammed
Abdullah

2

Detained in Mansoura Central
Prison

Aden02.07.2011Aidarous Salem3

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Aden02.07.2011Fawaz Mohammed
Abdullah

4

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mubarak Saleh Obad5

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Ahmed Saeed
Hamadeen

6

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Ahmed Mohammed al
Saqaf

7

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Khalid Ba'habashi8

Detained during staging aHadrmout05.07.2011Saleh Kroun9



peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen
Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mohammed Hasan
Salem

10

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Ismail Abdullah Omer
al Saqaf

11

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Zein Salem al Saqaf12

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Khalid Omer
Molaldawila

13

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Ali Abdullah Saeed
Ba'abad

14

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Hasan Saeed Salmin
Haida

15

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mutiea Saeed Karama
Muhaimdan

16

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mohammed Saeed
Ahmed Kurnzul

17

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Mohammed Karama
Naseeb

18

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Saleh Saeed Ahmed al
Mars

19

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Raid Awad Salem al
Kirdi

20

Detained during staging a
peaceful march in Ghil
Binyameen

Hadrmout05.07.2011Ali Hassan Abdullah21

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Sameer Mohammed
Hadi

22

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Mazen Mohammed
Hadi

23

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Khalil Mohammed
Hadi

24

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Musa Mohammed Hadi25



of the war against the south.
Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Hasan Hadi26

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Fahd Hasan Hadi27

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Majed Hasan Hadi28

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Ali Naji al Muakar29

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Bakil al Kabisi30

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Mohammed Saleh
Mukbil

31

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Abdullah Saleh Mukbil32

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Mohammed Ali Naji33

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Naji Mohsen34

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Ghazi Mohsen35

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Mohsen Ali al Dahmi36

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Mugahid Muhsein al
Dahmi

37

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Adel Hamdu38

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Omer Mukbil Ali39

Detained for participating a
protest on the 17th anniversary
of the war against the south.

Houta -
Lahj

07.07.2011Saif Mukbil Ali40

Arrested and beaten until his
teeth were broken then
transferred to prison, aged 15

Mukalla07.07.2011Salem Saeed Bin-Abdat41



years.
Detained despite sustaining
some injuries by the security
forces' use of violence.

Mukalla07.07.2011Saeed Salem Badaiban42

Political activist, arrested
during a peaceful protest.

Mukalla07.07.2011Khaild Batalila43

Leader in the Southern
Movement, arrested and
tortured by security forces.

Mualla -
Aden

11.07.2011Abdullfatah Saleh al
Rubaie

44

Political activist, arrested by
security forces and transferred
to CID.

Mualla -
Aden

11.07.2011Jamal al Humaidi45

Political activist, arrested after
suppressing a protest on the
Southern Prisoner's Day.

Attaq -
Shabwah

21.07.2011Salem Ali Lahual46

Political activist, arrested after
suppressing a protest on the
Southern Prisoner's Day.

Attaq -
Shabwah

21.07.2011Mohammed Salem
Faraj

47

Political activist, arrested after
suppressing a protest on the
Southern Prisoner's Day.

Attaq -
Shabwah

21.07.2011Jumaan Musalam48

Political activist, arrested after
suppressing a protest on the
Southern Prisoner's Day.

Attaq -
Shabwah

21.07.2011Muteia al Radfani49

Political activist, abducted by
security forces and his place
still unknown.

Hadrmout23.07.2011Hasan al Jilani50

A nurse in the Police Hospital
in Sana'a, arrested in charge
of cooperating with Ba'oum.

Sana'a24.07.2011Wael Ali Hassan51

A nurse in the Police Hospital
in Sana'a, arrested in charge
of cooperating with Ba'oum.

Sana'a24.07.2011Ali Fhdil Mohammed52

Detained during a peaceful
protest in Attaq.

Attaq28.07.2011Salem Abdu-Rabu
Naseeb

53

Detained during a peaceful
protest in Attaq.

Attaq28.07.2011Sadam Ahmed Bashah54

Detained during a peaceful
protest in Attaq.

Attaq28.07.2011Adel Abdu-Rabu al
Muljam

55

Detained during a peaceful
protest in Attaq.

Attaq28.07.2011Majid al Kabas56

Videos
Yemeni air strike on Zanjibar
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6AJJOHrXH3w&feature=player_embedded
The young injured boy, Salem Mohammed Balakhshar, injured on July 7, 2011



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEWZhXYi_0M

Mohammed Saleh al Ghurabi, July 28, 2011, in Sher – Hadrmout

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79o-VnxxfsU&feature=player_embedded

:For the contact
The main office
Southern Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR)
Dr. Afendi Al-Hajj
Waldheimstr .6
3012 Bern, Switzerland

0041799808849Tel:
0041313054987Fax:

com.hotmail@Sohraden
org.aden-sohr.www

Genava-Switzerland
The Lawyer Abdulrahman Al-musibali

com.hotmail@almusibli

Aden Branch
Ahmed Al-Roubaizi

com.yahoo@haddaralrbeezy

anchUSA Br
Thefallah Alsolani
Dhaif Alsoolani

com.hotmail@1994.aden
Adel Algafari

com.live@101abulith

UK Branch
Dr. Yousef Khalid

uk.co.yahoo@dryousefkaled
Abdulhamid Almuflahi

com.hotmail@hamidmuflihi

EU Branch
-Dr. Nedal Alsakaff

com.yahoo@alsakaffn




